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Build better rotas 
with real sales data.
Simplify employee scheduling, optimise labour 
costs across locations, and help managers 
make the right decisions in the moment.

Schedule, engage, and pay your staff in 
one system.
Whether it’s simple time clock apps, instant 
communications or demand-driven staff schedules, 
Workforce.com is the home of labour efficiency and 
employee engagement.

With Workforce.com, revenue and shift data from 
previous weeks are used to accurately forecast 
upcoming demand. Build the best rota optimised 
for hourly rates, staff qualifications, and availability, 
ensuring that the right person is scheduled at the 
right time. 

When frontline teams have the right software to 
make the best labour decisions, it’s visible all the way 
up to the executive level. Workforce.com gives C-suite 
executives a bigger picture of operations, with real-
time ‘drill down’ dashboards for metrics that matter 
most. On average operators can reduce their labour 
costs by 4-11%. 

Analyse Demand
Capture fluctuating demand 
patterns associated with 
weekdays, seasonality, and 
economic trends.

AI Forecasting
Workforce.com’s machine 
learning algorithm trains and 
aggregates multiple models 
to predict demand up to four 
weeks out.

Schedule in one click
Automatically build and 
populate a schedule based 
on your labour forecast with 
One-Click Scheduling.
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Using Tevalis with Workforce.com 

Frontline managers instinctively know that the best rota for next week isn’t always the same one 
from last week. With Tevalis EPOS connected to Workforce.com, scheduling teams can use real 
sales data to build rotas that match their forecasted demand.

Thanks to our powerful integration, your Tevalis EPOS system, Workforce platform, and 
Accounting software are fully connected, giving you time to focus on other business areas. Used 
by over 10,000 workforces worldwide, on average, operations are gaining up to 80% manager 
efficiency from shift scheduling activities.

The integration with Tevalis 
EPOS and Workforce has 
completely revolutionised our 
business. By being able to build 
rotas on demand from sales data 
from Tevalis, we’re much more 
accurate in our staffing and have 
seen a significant reduction in 
our labour costs. Our frontline 
managers are also making data-
driven decisions on a daily basis 
to make sure we have the most 
optimal labour costs. The team 
loves it and our budget has never 

been better! 
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Sync revenue data and 
adjust for demand.

Pull revenue and itemised sales 
data from your Tevalis EPOS, then 

use Workforce.com’s demand 
modifiers to build schedules 

tailored to SPLH sales per labour 
hour. Adjust the demand slider, 

and never worry about being 
understaffed again.

Build sales-optimised rotas 
automatically.

Once Tevalis sales data is synced 
to Workforce.com, it’s easy to 
accurately forecast upcoming 
demand, and build the best 

schedule. With the most up to 
date revenue data, the optimal 
rota can be built automatically.

Securely developed and 
maintained in-house.

Together, our in-house expert 
engineers build and maintain our 
integration, ensuring you have a 

solution you can trust.

Tamatanga brings the fresh, fragrant taste of India to the streets of the UK across their 3 sites in 
Birmingham, Nottingham and Leicester.  Now, they reap the benefits of a fully connected EPOS and 
Integrated technology ecosystem, from high-performance EPOS tills and Kitchen Management Screens, 
to an effective Workforce Management platform with Workforce.com. 
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